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Executive Summary

This report recognizes the imperatives that inspire the U.S. military’s pursuit of technological superiority over all potential adversaries. These pages emphasize, however, that superiority is not synonymous with security. Experience with nuclear weapons, aviation, and digital information systems should inform discussion about current efforts to control artificial intelligence (AI), synthetic biology, and autonomous systems. In this light, the most reasonable expectation is that the introduction of complex, opaque, novel, and interactive technologies will produce accidents, emergent effects, and sabotage. In sum, on a number of occasions and in a number of ways, the American national security establishment will lose control of what it creates.

A strong justification for our pursuit of technological superiority is that this superiority will enhance our deterrent power. But deterrence is a strategy for reducing attacks, not accidents; it discourages malevolence, not inadvertence. In fact, technological proliferation almost invariably closely follows technological innovation. Our risks from resulting growth in the number and complexity of interactions are amplified by the fact that proliferation places great destructive power in the hands of others whose safety priorities and standards are likely to be less ambitious and less well funded than ours.

Accordingly, progress toward our primary goal, superiority, should be expected to increase rather than reduce collateral risks of loss of control. This report contends that, unfortunately, we cannot reliably estimate the resulting risks. Worse, there are no apparent paths for eliminating them or even keeping them from increasing. The benefit of an often referenced recourse, keeping “humans in the loop” of operations involving new technologies, appears on inspection to be of little and declining benefit.

We are not, however, impotent. With more attention the American military at least can dampen the likely increase in accidents and moderate adverse consequences when they occur. Presuming that the United States will be a victim of accidents, emergent effects, and sabotage, America should improve its planning for coping with these consequences. This will involve reallocating some of the immense energy our military invests in preparing for malevolence to planning for situations arising from inadvertent actions and interactions.

The U.S. Department of Defense and intelligence agencies also must design technologies and systems not just for efficacy and efficiency, but also with more attention to attributes that can mitigate the consequences of failure and facilitate resilient recovery. The pervasive insecurity of digital information systems should be an object demonstration that it is exceedingly costly, perhaps impossible, to attempt to counter loss of control after we have become dependent on a new technology, rather than at the time of design.

Most demandingly, the United States also must work with its opponents to facilitate their control and minimize their risks of accidents. Twenty-first century technologies are global not just in their distribution, but also in their consequences. Pathogens, AI systems, computer viruses, and radiation that others may accidentally release could become as much our problem as theirs. Agreed reporting systems, shared controls, common contingency plans, norms, and treaties must be pursued as means of moderating our numerous mutual risks. The difficulty of taking these important steps should remind us that our greatest challenges are not in constructing our relationships to technologies, it is in constructing our relationships with each other.

These arguments are made to the national security community. These reflections and recommendations, however, should transcend their particulars and have implications for all discussion about control of dangerous new technologies.
“Unlike a well-defined, precise game like Russian roulette, where the risks are visible to anyone capable of multiplying and dividing by six, one does not observe the barrel of reality.”

—Nassim Nicholas Taleb
Introduction

Innovations in technology and in warfare have long, perhaps always, been intertwined. The 20th century’s world wars provided object lessons of the connection. World War II especially shaped our present perspectives. All military strategists recognized then, and remember now, that the war started with Blitzkrieg, a German strategy that exploited the combustion engine, message encryption, and the radio, and concluded with the code breakers in the U.K.’s Bletchley Park and the atomic bomb, a remarkable American orchestration of science and engineering.

At the end of that conflict, the United States had immense advantages – among them an unscathed (indeed, economically revived) industrial establishment, half of the world’s GDP, and a majority of the global science and technology establishment. For three quarters of a century, buttressed by a plethora of postwar institutions, a vibrant commercial sector, preeminent academic institutions, and well-funded government programs, our national security strategy extended and exploited those advantages.1

Innovations in technology and in warfare have long, perhaps always, been intertwined.

As the world has normalized, this triad of technological, economic, and military superiority has come under pressure. With a quarter of the world’s GDP, our position remains privileged, but not nearly so privileged as previously. Indeed, China’s GDP is projected to be 50 percent greater than ours by the middle of this century. In modern times the United States has never faced an opponent of comparable, not to mention greater, wealth.2 Moreover, scientists, technological know-how, and commercial production are now globally distributed. Other nations, foreign companies, and even terrorist and criminal groups have the wherewithal to purchase, create, reverse-engineer, and steal technical products, insights, and methods. It might be said that, in this respect, they are trying to be Americans. We respond to this by redoubling our efforts to maintain technological superiority.

Much is being written and said now about why, how, and whether America can sustain its preeminence. This report does not contribute to that discussion. It does not prescribe the particulars of how we should proceed; it assumes that our national security agencies will double down on our efforts to sustain supremacy; it even presumes their success.

The focus in these pages is on a collateral, but consequential, set of risks that rise when America and, following its lead, many other countries commit to using new technologies to expand their military power. These risks include unintended consequences of complex systems, errors in analysis or operation, interactive effects between separately developed systems, and distortions introduced by sabotage.

The multinational reliance on ever-advancing technological capabilities is like loading increasing numbers of bullets into increasing numbers of revolvers held to the head of humanity. Even if no one ever wants a gun to go off, inadvertent discharges may occur. One nation’s inadvertent release of a pathogen, computer virus, or autonomous AI agent may have worldwide effects. Damaging, perhaps catastrophically damaging, unto itself, an inadvertent act also may trigger other reactions. For example, a Russian, Chinese, American, Israeli, or Iranian computer exploit intended to harvest intelligence might unexpectedly disrupt, or be thought to disable, a critical part of an electric grid or financial system and provoke catastrophic retaliation.

These examples do not pretend to be predictions. They are merely illustrative. The focus in this essay is on conditions in the environment that encourage unpredictable outcomes with unmeasurable probabilities, particularly those with potentially large-scale consequences.

As Taleb says in the epigraph, we can’t count the chambers in the barrels we face. But increasing the number of guns and bullets seems certainly to increase our danger. This could be described as a game of Russian roulette. But because the Russian game normally involves playing with only one bullet, this report distinguishes a new game and calls it Technology Roulette. The game is one played every day all over the planet, with increasing numbers of players, ever-greater variety in our weaponry,3 and increasing interactions within a crowded technological space, so that a live bullet may trigger deadly exchanges among many (or all) players.

Giving this dynamic a name isn’t likely to change the situation. These dangers have been recognized before,4 particularly in analyses of American nuclear command and control.5 They can be seen, in a different guise, in the vulnerabilities introduced by digital information technologies. A first challenge is to harvest insight about risk from these experiences and apply it to newer
technological initiatives, including notably AI, synthetic biology, and autonomous systems. American national security agencies then must recognize that our risks will rise as these technologies diffuse to other nations, that these nations may have lesser safeguards, and that their and our technologies will create risk as our systems interact. Against this backdrop, American agencies need to take initiatives to reduce risks from our own R&D programs and operations, and they need to reflect on how we might induce others to do the same. This report does these things, no doubt imperfectly, but hopefully usefully.

Most importantly, these pages convey an overarching message that is as difficult to accept, as it is – in the author’s view – fundamental. National security professionals focus on the struggle for superiority, emphasizing that superiority offers the strongest security and that deterrence, empowered by superiority, is our most reliable tool. These arguments are both correct and congenial. They permit these professionals to focus where they are most capable and comfortable – on winning a competition, rather than transcending it or recognizing its dangers. But they are not sufficient. Accidents and inadvertent “emergent” effects create risks outside the framework of the competition. Deterrence, though indispensable, is at best only marginally relevant to reducing the risks of accidents or unintended effects. In short, superiority is not synonymous with security.

The scientists and engineers who develop technology opportunities have their own tendencies that also often obscure the implications of our technology risks. They frequently opt to discuss dangers in contexts less compelling and complex, more abstract and less subject to the sensitivities of patriotism, than presented by military programs. Those concerned with the currently most debated technology, AI, see risks from autonomous military weapons, but they unintentionally obscure urgent present issues by asserting that the future danger substantially derives from removing the human “from the loop.” This misleads in three respects: It underestimates the extent to which machine decisionmaking already affects military decisions; it overestimates the likely gain from assigning humans as decisionmakers in otherwise automated systems; and it deflects attention from the fact that aspects of the challenges that appear singular to AI are also posed by other technologies – as, for example, when biologists create new pathogens that have their own autonomy.

This report argues that our national security agencies’ potential for loss of control of technologies – producing outcomes that they do not intend – is a risk not only for the future. It imperils our present. Unfortunately, the uncertainties surrounding the use and interaction of new military technologies are not subject to confident calculation or control. There are no apparent paths for eliminating our risks or even keeping them from rising. More human control over operational decisions is often not a viable, or even desirable, solution. There are, however, some technological and policy steps that can moderate our risks of loss of control. The United States should give them much more priority than at present. The hardest part of doing that is not in constructing our relationships to these technologies, it is in constructing our relationships with each other.

Superiority is not synonymous with security.

The argument and recommendations are presented in six sections and a conclusion. Part I points out that laymen commonly fear consequences from new technologies because they are unfamiliar, unnerving, and destabilizing to existing processes and power relationships. It notes, however, how those not usually distracted by these considerations, the experts and advocates for the new technologies highlighted here, are now, uncommonly, the very ones in the vanguard of emphasizing catastrophic risks inherent in these technologies. Part II specifies why, not withstanding valuable training and routinized precautionary procedures, military use of these technologies poses particularly great risks of producing inadvertent, undesired outcomes. The next part outlines the five principal paths by which these outcomes have been, and may well again be, produced. Part IV describes why these risks of loss of control cannot be calculated with even minimal confidence. Part V examines the advantages of the “human in the loop” and argues that, though this perceived safeguard yields advantages, these benefits are presently very limited and likely to be even more circumscribed in the future. Part VI argues that amidst this uncertainty we can and must do much more to control military technologies. Five actions are specified. A concluding section articulates some fundamental lessons that flow from this analysis.
Differentiating Between Lay Fear and Expert Fear

It is easy to point to clarion calls alerting us to technological apocalypse as a result of new technologies. Most of these simply express the emotions of those who are unsettled by the unknown. Fear is a companion to technological progress. New technologies commonly come to users unbidden – Trojan horses brought within the walls of established operations. Competitive pressures make it impossible to refuse these advances. Once admitted, they are transformative, then indispensable. It becomes inefficient, then debilitating, then not credible (even shameful) to continue as before.

The new systems are often opaque, complex, and relentlessly demand modification and updating, in part so they can correctly interact with other evolving technical systems. These attributes heighten users’ feelings that they have lost control. As machines grow more capable and more central, resulting anxieties can become existential: Each person worries that his or her worth and individuality are being eroded – worse still, that our species is losing its power and place. Prometheus reached and Icarus flew too far. Dr. Frankenstein created too much.

If only this were all. If only our fears were like those of our 20th-century ancestors in the face of automation or of our 19th-century ancestors in the face of industrialization. But at the end of the second decade of the 21st century – or, if you prefer, the 550th decade of technological progress since the invention of the wheel – something unusual rides alongside these deep-seated, recurring and retrospectively exaggerated fears. It is now not just laymen affected by these technologies who react with unease. It is their creators and proponents. The alarms that concern us are being sounded not by hotheaded Luddites in the factories but rather by a chorus of creators in their laboratories.

Stephen Hawking and his colleagues recorded their view of AI, “Whereas [its] short-term impact . . . depends on who controls it, the long-term impact depends on whether it can be controlled at all.” A year later they were succeeded by, at last count, 3,722 “AI/robotics researchers,” urging “a ban on offensive autonomous weapons beyond meaningful human control.” Biologists worried about breakthroughs in gene editing have raised analogous concerns. The recent Director of National Intelligence responded more sympathetically than his predecessors had to warnings about nuclear weaponry. In Senate testimony he labeled gene editing a potential “weapon of mass destruction”:

Research in genome editing conducted by countries with different regulatory or ethical standards than those of Western countries probably increases the risk of the creation of potentially harmful biological agents or products. Given the broad distribution, low cost, and accelerated pace of development of this dual-use technology, its deliberate or unintentional misuse might lead to far-reaching economic and national security implications. Advances in genome editing in 2015 have compelled groups of high-profile US and European biologists to question unregulated editing of the human germline.

Experts on digital technologies also now speak of catastrophic risk, though for other reasons and in other ways. Here concern arises not so much from uncertainty about what is to come, as from the reality of our present pervasive (and expanding) dependence on a technology so vulnerable to subversion. Experts know how to achieve information integrity, availability, and confidentiality in small systems, but their ability to secure these essentials does not scale. Nonetheless, the ubiquity and proliferation of digital systems, from small “things” to “clouds,” is expanding far beyond our control. As one expert put it, “even though security is improving, things are getting worse faster, so we’re losing ground even as we improve.”

Thus another leading thinker began a recent foundational paper by saying, “[W]e state as an axiom that cybersecurity and the future of humanity are now conjoined.”

It is now not just laymen affected by these technologies who react with unease. It is their creators and proponents.

Expert worry first came to the forefront for American national security policymakers when Einstein, Oppenheimer, and their colleagues created atomic weapons. It is now most pronounced amongst those who work with AI and synthetic biology. Thus
Why Focus on Military Development and Use of Technologies?

Civilization research and development activities often are intertwined with military developments. Even when independently pursued, commercial and academic work – for example, with pathogens – can pose risks of their own. These certainly warrant attention. However, the power and consequence of military weapons demand special attention to technologies related to these systems. Technological developments determine not only the character of these weapons, but also of the sensor, communication, and analytic systems that in large measure determine whether and how weapons are used.

These considerations are joined by another that is less evident, but central to this report. Despite hierarchies of command, rigid procedures, intense training, and elaborate screening of people and plans, military systems have attributes that make them especially prone to human error, emergent effects, misuse, and misunderstanding. These include the secrecy associated with advanced weapons development and use; the unpredictability of operational interactions and environments; the mismatch between experts’ skills and military assignments; the interdependencies and vulnerabilities that exist between military systems, especially on the scale of the U.S. military; the urgent deployment of new technologies to meet battlefield operational needs; and finally, the unconstrained nature of military competition.

This section considers each of these in turn.

Secrecy

Civilian uses of complex technologies are commonly subject to review, oversight, and regulation. These are not perfect or cost-free. But when the SEC regulates high-speed computer trading, the FAA drug developments, the FAA aircraft innovations, and so forth, they often reduce risk and sometimes puncture bubbles of overconfidence.\(^\text{18}\) Visibility also promotes information exchange so that accidents and errors generate insight that supports improvements by developers and operators.\(^\text{19}\) Public data permits third parties to evaluate risks, press opposing views through litigation, legislative proposals, publicity that will affect brands, etc. In contrast, military systems have very limited visibility in the United States and much less still in authoritarian nations.

Even inside military organizations, knowledge of classified technologies is frequently kept from those who may be affected by them and even called to use them in wartime or other emergencies. One result is that mainstream technologies are not well coordinated with classified, particularly highly classified, systems. Civilian organizations with complex interactions strive to optimize visibility of their interoperability and interdependencies.\(^\text{20}\) Systems of classification, intensified by a widely recognized propensity to overclassification,\(^\text{21}\) hide parts of the organization from one another.

The Unpredictability of Operational Interactions and Environments

In a classic analysis 25 years ago, Scott Sagan described “high reliability organizations” as “relatively closed systems in the sense that they go to great efforts to minimize the effects that actors and the environment outside the organization have on the achievement” of safety.\(^\text{22}\) Pre-testing, though highly imperfect, is a major way of accounting for, and insulating against, external variables. Accordingly, before we depend on civilian technologies and deploy them at scale, we commonly insist that they be extensively tested in the full range of environments in which they will operate. Self-driving cars are accumulating tens of millions of miles of experience in real-world conditions as a predicate to their normal use. Years of carefully calibrated clinical trials are prerequisites to the introduction of drugs and medical devices. Beta testing in a variety of use environments precedes deployment of major software systems. The military extensively tests its products,\(^\text{23}\) but warfare is among the least predictable of endeavors. The timing, locations, and circumstances of use, even the characteristics of adversaries and of users, are highly variable and at best very imperfectly foreseen.\(^\text{24}\) The hidden complexities of massive operations\(^\text{25}\) are compounded by the incentives for opponents to surprise one another. Accordingly, tests of military technologies and extrapolations to use are probably less reliable than for civilian systems. Accident rates are typically highest in new systems and diminish as experience accumulates and incremental improvements are introduced.\(^\text{26}\) Military innovations benefit from the same evolution – for example, with successive generations of fighter aircraft – but military technologies held in reserve, otherwise rarely exercised or hastily introduced,\(^\text{27}\) do not have that benefit.

Assignment Policies Often Poorly Match Supervisors and Technologies

Military investments in training are exceptional and some military components – notably, for example, the nuclear Navy – demand technical excellence as a prerequisite to promotion. Generally, however, field grade officers and senior enlisted men and women are rotated
every two or three years among different positions and in and out of different operating and geographic situations. There is much less stability than in civilian environments. The technical environments in which military are assigned and reassigned are large and variable; promotion policies prioritize management breadth and not technical depth; training is frequently not well matched to the challenges of operating both legacy and modern systems in different environments. Accidents result.28

Operational Interdependencies
Over the last quarter century, our military has given the highest priority to joint operations and building “systems of systems.”29 As a result, many of our defense systems are exceptionally connected and interdependent even by the standards of an era when networking is widespread in civilian systems.30 America’s strategic commitment, likely to be followed by other militaries, is to move aggressively further in this direction. As a reporter recently observed, “service chiefs are converging on a single strategy for military dominance: connect everything to everything.”31

These systems are very complex, opaque, interdependent32 and subject to the “CACE principle: Changing Anything Changes Everything.”33 Operational reliance on the combination of separate systems increases vulnerability to emergent effects. It “creates a strong entanglement: improving an individual component model may actually make the system accuracy worse if the remaining errors are more strongly correlated with the other components.”34 In commercial enterprises, networked systems are heavily policed and partitions strongly disfavored.35 Networks transcending military services, by contrast, are built across siloed bureaucracies with proud heritages derived from the 18th and 19th centuries.

Urgency and Importance of Uninterrupted Operations
Clichés honor, but civilians barely grasp, the military commitment to mission and a related “can-do” attitude in urgent situations. Peacetime design and acquisition of military weapons and platforms are painstakingly risk averse, but in wartime and even in “peacetime” combat the military commonly accepts consequences that would be intolerable in a civilian setting. During the Second World War, for example, in a rush to make use of an emerging technology, the United States moved from biplanes to jets and, while making this transition, introduced more than 50 types of fighter aircraft and great numbers of variants of bombers and support aircraft.36 The imperatives of assimilating these new capabilities as quickly as possible overwhelmed concern for safety: During the war, flight accidents in the continental United States “accounted for over 15,000 fatalities, the equivalent of a World War Two infantry division.”37

The Unconstrained Nature of Military Competition
Commercial competitions between corporations are intense, but military competitions have more at stake: Richly endowed nation-state rivals operate with great paranoia and little inhibition. In military competitions security agencies presume sabotage, indeed proudly practice it. Even botched attempts at sabotage increase the risks of accidents and unintended effects. Moreover, fear of military opponents intensifies willingness to take risks: If they might be doing X, we must do X to keep them from getting there first, or at least so that we understand and can defend against what they might do.
Causes of Loss of Control

Many are the paths for loss of control of military technology. This section chronicles five primary concerns: analytic errors by technology creators, operational errors by technology users, unintended and unanticipated emergent effects from the evolution and interaction of technologies, sabotage of these technologies by opponents that can lead to malfeasance and errors in decisionmakers’ situational awareness and therefore misdirected employment of the technologies upon which they depend.

Analytic and Operational Errors by the United States or Opponents

Military examples of analytic errors include miscalculations before a 1954 atomic bomb test that led to a yield three times greater than anticipated and consequent serious radiation exposure of 665 people. Operational errors by our military include two atomic bombs falling off the wings of a B-52 in flight in 1961, a B-52 crash while carrying four 1.1 megaton bombs in 1968, a failure to remove a training tape indicating nuclear attack so the watch officer thought an attack was occurring and counterattack aircraft were launched before being called back, and the mislabeling and shipment of live anthrax to 86 laboratories in 2015, described by the deputy secretary of defense as “a massive institutional failure with a potentially dangerous biotoxin.”

Experts believe that the 1977 H1N1 pandemic may have been caused by an open-air vaccine test or laboratory accident that released the pathogen, illustrated here. (Kateryna Kon/Science Photo Library/Getty Images)

To assess and address the risks of accidents, our national security agencies must consider potential opponents’ systems as well as our own. Technology proliferation increases technology risks even if others were as invested in safety as we are. These risks multiply as the number of actors and the number of their interactions grow. Furthermore, these problems are made much worse because others are not likely to be as safe as we are. Many other militaries operate with tighter budgets, more antiquated equipment, fewer controls, and less concern about the human and environmental costs of accidents.

Some accidents will have only local effect as when, for example, in 1979 a Soviet facility inadvertently released anthrax in Svertlovsk, killing some 80 people. Others will have primary consequences locally and secondary consequences globally, as when inadequately trained personnel couldn’t cope with an explosion from a badly designed Soviet reactor at Chernobyl in 1986. But some will have as serious a set of consequences for others as they will for the forces that lose control. For example, the prevalent view among experts is that either a Chinese open air vaccine test or a Russian laboratory accident released a pathogen that caused the 1977 worldwide H1N1 pandemic.
Emergent Effects
Emergent effects are attributes that are not identifiable in any individual component of a system but that can be observed in the overall system. Consciousness is an example of an emergent behavior in human beings – we cannot identify it in any component of our bodies, but it “emerges” from those components. As an example of emergence in group behavior, a famous early analysis demonstrated that if all individuals in a neighborhood prefer that 60 percent of their immediate neighbors be racially like them, the neighborhood would move to complete segregation, even though no member of the group sought that outcome.48 A short story by science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke provided a dramatic picture of how a fictional military technology (“The Field”) could prove disastrous because of emergent consequences:

The first trial maneuvers proved satisfactory and the equipment seemed quite reliable. Numerous mock attacks were made and the crews became accustomed to the new technique. . . . [However, in combat] there was a hysteretic effect, as it were, and the initial condition was never quite reproducible, owing to all the thousands of electrical changes and movements of mass aboard the ship while the Field was on. These asymmetries and distortions were cumulative, and though they seldom amounted to more than a fraction of one percent, that was quite enough. It meant that the precision ranging equipment and the tuned circuits in the communication apparatus were thrown completely out of adjustment. . . . Given time, we might even have overcome these difficulties, but the enemy ships were already attacking . . . Our magnificent Fleet, crippled by our own science, fought on as best it could until it was overwhelmed and forced to surrender . . . This is the true story of our defeat.49

In this report, the term “emergent effects” will be used to refer not only to emergence within a single system, but also to effects that emerge when two or more systems interact. Examples of emergent effects in military affairs are not compiled on websites or lists, as they are for accidents.50 World War I, however, can be seen as an emergent consequence of technological adaptation.51 In the first decade of the 20th century, European national security planners recognized that they must modernize their mobilization systems to take advantage of the railroad and the telegraph. Each country’s resulting “improvements” made sense on its own. But the interactive result of changes in all European nations was to create a system in which a destabilizing event (the assassination of an archduke) that might otherwise have been contained forced multiple European countries into preemptive mobilization. The tail of technology wagged the dog of decisions about war.52 In the resulting conflagration 20 million people died and 21 million people were wounded.53

Though their 2017 analysis does not refer to this precedent, the former third-ranking civilian at the Pentagon and a colleague note the same tendencies from recent and anticipated U.S. and Russian technological developments that increase dependencies on vulnerable space and cyber assets.54 This situation incentivizes “use it or lose it” first strikes.

Advances in non-nuclear as well as nuclear strategic strike capabilities, and the way they interact, will have a significant impact on the prospects of “slippery slopes” of rapid escalation from crisis to conflict. They will do so singly, but it is particularly their interactions in the context of crisis and early conflict that is of concern. This is especially likely as the actual nature, scope and consequence of the use of such novel technologies may not be clearly anticipated or understood, compounding the already severe “fog of war.”55

Sabotage and Espionage
The networked attributes of modern technologies make weapons and support systems more accessible than their analog predecessors. The complexity of these technologies renders it easier to hide a sabotage and easier, if discovered, to mask it as a system defect or accident. And close ties between commercial and military systems combine with the global diffusion of science and commercial technology to facilitate reverse engineering.

Among many consequences, three are particularly significant for our purposes. First, military officials who develop new technologies must presume that these technologies will be acquired by others.56 No warfare technology has been indefinitely exclusively retained. Arguably, first-mover advantages yield sustained

The networked attributes of modern technologies make weapons and support systems more accessible than their analog predecessors.
superiority or at least interim benefits during a period of exclusivity. But first movers need to evaluate more than competitive benefits. They also must weigh these benefits against the risks that arise as their initiatives permeate the global system.\textsuperscript{57}

Second, military innovators need to recognize that in any major state conflict, sabotage will be prevalent, so that substantial uncertainty will attend the use of high-technology weapons. Poisoning,\textsuperscript{58} misdirecting,\textsuperscript{59} and disabling an opponent’s systems are part of the stock-in-trade of intelligence and military work. As experience with information system vulnerabilities has indicated, thwarting these efforts is even more difficult than with traditional assets.\textsuperscript{60}

In some circumstances, between some opponents, advance recognition of that uncertainty may be stabilizing. It is likely, for example, to inhibit China and the United States from full-scale conflict with one another – neither can be sure of what would happen and who would prevail. Nations with a smaller stake in the status quo or a more desperate sense of vulnerability, however, might find uncertainty acceptable, even desirable.\textsuperscript{61} Third, just as sabotage may be misinterpreted as accident, in tense situations accidents may be misinterpreted as sabotage and trigger retaliation.\textsuperscript{62}

Misunderstanding by Responsible Officials

Limited understanding hobbles policymakers’ discussions and decisions about whether to develop, how to employ, and how much to rely on complex capabilities. Increasingly, senior officials are called to make decisions about, and on the basis of, technologies that did not exist at the time of their education and earlier experience. On-boarding processes do correct these deficiencies. Very few have the time, talent and taste to update their understandings, but most do not. As a result, a former director of the NSA and the CIA writes about his experience in the White House Situation Room debating a use of cyber weapons:

[T]hese weapons are not well understood by the kind of people who get to sit in on meetings in the West Wing . . . I recall one cyber op, while I was in government, that went awry . . . In the after-action review it was clear that no two seniors at the final approval session had left the Situation Room thinking they had approved the same operation.\textsuperscript{63}

We should not be surprised. Sixty years earlier:

Truman asked Oppenheimer when he thought the Russians would develop their own atomic bomb. Oppenheimer replied . . . he did not know. Truman then said he did know. The answer, he said confidently, was “never.” Obviously, Truman had not understood what Oppenheimer had said . . . and what the Los Alamos scientists had tried to tell him.\textsuperscript{64}

A colleague recalled, “Truman’s statement and the incomprehension it showed just knocked the heart out of [Oppenheimer].”\textsuperscript{65}

University of Michigan Ph.D. candidate Kevin Eyholt and a team of researchers demonstrate how the strategic placement of stickers on a STOP sign can distort machine perception. Known as physical adversarial perturbation, this tactic can cause inaccurate or missed object classifications, leading to real-world harm (e.g. an autonomous vehicle algorithm not recognizing a STOP sign).

(Kevin Eyholt, et al./University of Michigan)
Inability to Reliably and Persuasively Measure These Risks

It would be desirable to measure or at least reasonably estimate the risks from the just-described problems. Unfortunately, Taleb’s observation is sound: “one does not observe the barrel of reality.” While highly debatable premises and inferences may provide isolated points of insight, a reasonably informative and reliable assessment of the probability and consequences of these technology risks is beyond current abilities.

Our experience with digital information systems should bring this point home. As America built digital dependencies our national security agencies had only very limited insight into digital vulnerabilities. Experts differed on fundamental questions such as whether vulnerabilities were sparse or dense. They frequently were – and are – surprised by vulnerabilities, even fundamental vulnerabilities, that they did not anticipate. Independent actors have developed stockpiles of vulnerabilities that endure, apparently remaining unknown to defenders who otherwise would patch them. Properly read, the 21st-century experience of digital information technologies is a humbling history of limited understanding and repeated surprise.

The limits of our predictive power are more mathematically and extensively illuminated by the efforts of biologists to assess the likelihood of accidents before establishing research laboratories working with dangerous pathogens. In the United States, Biological Safety Level Three Facilities are required for work with pathogens that “can cause serious or potentially lethal disease through respiratory transmission.” Biological Safety Level Four Facilities provide:

- the highest level of biological safety.
- The microbes in a BSL-4 lab are dangerous and exotic, posing a high risk of aerosol-transmitted infections. Infections caused by these microbes are frequently fatal and without treatment or vaccines. Two examples of microbes worked with in a BSL-4 laboratory include Ebola and Marburg viruses.

The number of these American laboratories grew greatly after the 2001 anthrax attacks. There are now some 1,500 BSL-3 facilities and 15 operating BSL-4 facilities in the United States.

A credible review of a risk assessment for a proposed American BSL-4 facility dealing with agricultural pathogens offered this summary:

The first Department of Homeland Security risk assessment… estimated… [an] escape risk [of] over 70% likelihood for the 50-year life of the facility, which works out to be a basic probability of escape … = 2.4% per year. The National Research Council overseeing the risk assessment remarked “The … estimates indicate that the probability of an infection resulting from a laboratory release of [foot and mouth disease] from [this facility] approaches 70% over 50 years… with an economic impact of $9–50 billion. The committee finds that the risks and costs could well be significantly higher than that…” While the DHS subsequently lowered the escape risk to 0.11% for the 50-year lifetime, the NRC committee was highly critical of the new calculations: “The committee finds that the extremely low probabilities of release are based on overly optimistic and unsupported estimates of human error rates, underestimates of infectious material available for release, and inappropriate treatment of dependencies, uncertainties, and sensitivities in calculating release probabilities.”

The biologists who offered this summary add their own judgment: “We have more trust in the NRC committee conclusions, as they have no skin in the game.” They offer their own calculation that over a ten-year period, ten carefully operated labs will have an 18 percent likelihood of at least one escape from undetected infection of a laboratory worker. If this occurs they observe that there is great variability in whether consequent exposure of others might cause a pandemic – this depends on the rate of reinfection associated with the pathogen – but they assess that the probability of a pandemic in this circumstance is between 1 percent and 30 percent.
that may lead to accidents with pandemic potential, and which should be addressed to increase laboratory safety, worldwide?75 If this uncertainty applies to a biotechnology assessment where there is a considerable, well-documented track record, how confident could national security agencies be about risks from the development, testing, or deployment of new systems of AI, autonomous systems, space weaponry, and other technologies, many of them yet to be developed? And if all this could be done, how would they assess the risks from technology theft and proliferation, from potential sabotage, or from interactive effects in peacetime and in war?

In short, U.S. national security leaders should not delude themselves that they have maps for the terrain they are traversing.76 This intensifies our difficulties in achieving progress – or even consensus about the importance of progress – in reducing risks from new technologies. Efforts for climate control engender substantial debate and resistance, but they operate from a foundation of scientific theory and evidence that helps to distinguish between baseless fear and well-founded fact. They have this advantage because they are dealing with technologies (those associated with burning fossil fuels) that have existed for decades, even centuries, and whose consequent effects can, to some degree, be measured. Even then, they are hotly disputed. The problem is significantly harder when dealing with new technologies whose nature and consequences are necessarily more speculative.

**Humans in the Loop**

It is commonly thought to be beneficial to require human review of important machine decisions. If a machine action involves a likelihood of loss of life a human role is often said to be essential. This is taken as an axiom by our military establishment. “Defense Department watchers are always keen to remind people that official policy is to keep humans at the top of the command-and-control loop, overseeing – or at least retaining veto power – over the decision to take life.”77

This position is psychologically empowered: Human beings gain comfort from the concept of human control. Trying to separate our analysis from our feelings, we can identify three considerations that argue for a human role in systems of machine decisions.

The first is that a role for humans adds a different kind of reasoning to a system that relies on machines. If we want to bias a system against error from easy use, an added hurdle is desirable.78 Accordingly, for example, we require two operators, not just one, to launch a missile with a nuclear warhead. Further security is achieved if the second hurdle is well differentiated from the first. Machine systems can be hacked and misdirected in certain ways, while subversion of humans requires quite different tactics. The two together are less vulnerable to misdirection than one alone.79

This perspective, it should be noted, values a human role because it is additive and differentiated, not because it improves the likelihood of decisions later viewed

Google DeepMind’s AI program AlphaGo defeated South Korean professional Lee Sedol in 2016. AlphaGo was initially trained with data from human games and then achieved superhuman performance by improving through self-play. A later version, AlphaGo Zero, achieved superhuman performance without any initial human training data. (Kim Min-Hee-Pool/Getty Images)
as correct. A second argument holds that a human adds a transcendent qualitative factor to a machine decision: He or she can take account of things, like context or morality, that programmers have not yet confidently and comprehensively been able to program into machines. Accordingly, a system that empowers human oversight of machines is better protected against undesirable action than a machine system would be alone.

A third argument derives from the unease we feel about unleashing a system that will follow its own programmed priorities without our having the ability to redirect it or shut it down. This concern arises not so much from the intrinsic nature of machines, but from the limits of our abilities to perfectly program them. As the discussion above indicates, there will be errors and unanticipated effects in the design and operation of complex systems. We want a check at the back end to make it less likely that these systems will run amok.

All three of these arguments are valid. However, human decisions are overvalued as a mechanism of control. This is partly because they induce errors of their own, partly because there are many situations where a bias against action is not desirable, and mostly because, far from being an independent or dominant second source of judgment, human decision-makers are machine-dependent to a greater degree than is acknowledged. As a result, though it yields some benefit, the prescription of human intervention is too weak and too frequently counterproductive to consistently control automated systems where speed is at a premium. Moreover, this safeguard can be expected to steadily decline over time. The important lesson for purposes of this report is that efforts to control these systems are vastly more effective at the time of design than they can be in decisionmaking during operations. Early is imperative. Late is too late.

This section will seek to illuminate these points when dealing with AI. Before doing so, however, it is important to note that a number of concerns raised about AI may be relevant as well to other technologies. Biological systems, for example, are likely to become more prevalent in military operations as sensors, means of manufacturing products, and weapons. In these systems, as in AI, opportunities for control, though imperfect, are preponderantly at the front end. Once unleashed, living systems respond to imperatives of their own – they act autonomously in response to environmental stimuli. Whatever means humans have for control arise predominantly from the forethought with which we design biological entities at the outset.

A much-discussed case from 30 years ago provides a useful case study in human/machine decisionmaking in combat. In 1988, officers on board the cruiser USS Vincennes, judging that they were under attack, launched two missiles at an Iranian civilian airliner, killing 290 passengers and crew. After extensive review, the U.S. Department of Defense was sympathetic to the crew’s error, even decorating the captain and others for their conduct. It did this notwithstanding the central fact that the targeted aircraft was not descending (as an attacker would), but rather ascending as a commercial aircraft would. Grappling with this issue, the official report observed that there is a direct contradiction between the data tapes obtained from USS VINCENNES and the situation report submitted by USS VINCENNES . . . following the engagement . . . Clearly, [the relevant officer] could not have been reporting from the data displayed on the CRO [character read-out]. The most reasonable explanation is contained in the report by [other officers] that his behavior was induced by a combination of physiological fatigue, combat operations, stress and tension which can adversely affect performance and mission execution. As [a prior report] states, “The concept of ‘scenario fulfill-ment’ could seem as applying in this case.” Since the TIC [Tactical Information Coordinator] has no doubt that the aircraft is an Iranian F-14, heading toward the ship, and is not acknowledging repeated warnings, “the mind may reject incongruent data and facilitate misperception which promote internal consistency.” His mental agitation is reflected in his testimony that he took it upon himself to take “every open shot” he was getting on Circuit 15 to ensure “everyone up in the command decision area was informed, kept aware of what was going on in case they got sidetracked on other events.” Toward the end it is reported he was yelling out loud.

The Vincennes incident “remains a contentious issue” and other factors, including ambiguities in the way the automated system presented data, the ship’s experience in other operations, and the participants’ personalities, figure into the equation. Our purpose is not to assess responsibility but to assess the role of humans in controlling dangerous technological operations in stressful situations. With five minutes in which to make
a life-or-death judgment, the human decisionmakers on the Vincennes (a) were buffeted by emotions and distractions, (b) were highly dependent on procedures deducing threat status from machine sensors, and (c) made a fundamental error reporting a critical machine output.

This man-machine relationship has been much considered in commercial aviation, an industry that has seen steady movement toward increased machine capabilities and some competing conclusions about how much room is left for human control, even with highly trained and experienced pilots. “Airbus’s philosophy appears to be that automation generally knows better than the pilot and should, under most circumstances, have the final decision authority.”87 Airbus, for example, “defines hard tight envelope limits, beyond which the pilot cannot go regardless of circumstance. By contrast, Boeing sets soft limits that pilots can go beyond if they deem it necessary.”88 Though at present it is a close question which of these two systems is preferable,89 over time the direction of change seems clear. If, as is very likely, machine decisionmaking improves more substantially than human decisionmaking, the arena of deference to humans will contract.

Processing speed and communication capabilities also increasingly tilt the equation against human decisionmakers, both generally and especially in military situations. Humans now proceed at about one-millionth the speed of machines. Machines are becoming faster. Humans aren’t. When instant response is imperative, even our Defense Department’s proponents of humans in the loop concede that their desired human control cannot be achieved. It can be anticipated that this exception will swallow the rule as the range of tasks that can be accomplished by machines grows, machine speeds increase (both in calculation and in kinetic operations),90 and autonomous operations proliferate. As two observers conclude, “military superpowers in the next century will have superior autonomous capabilities, or they will not be superpowers.”91

Humans now proceed at about one-millionth the speed of machines. Machines are becoming faster. Humans aren’t.

A software expert candidly addresses this phenomenon, emphasizing how human control of distant systems also introduces an unacceptable dependency on communications capabilities:

These are comforting terms such as “semitomous” and “human in the loop.” However, . . . [e]ffective machine functionality in a variety
of situations requires full autonomy and a wink and a nod to ‘man in the loop’ is actually detrimental . . . For example, how do we expect a swarm of autonomous undersea vehicles to act when they have a critical target in sight . . . but realize that communications are being jammed. . . . When a missile enters a two and a half mile radius around a ship, a human doesn’t have enough time to react. The Phalanx system must operate in a completely autonomous way. It tracks the missile, aims and fires completely on its own.92

With the military and civilian experiences in mind, we should consider the ultimate preserve of human decisionmaking: our president’s exclusive authority to order nuclear retaliation. Then-Secretary of Defense Ash Carter emphasized, ‘Let’s not forget that when it comes to using force to protect civilization one of our principles ought to be that there’s a human being involved in making critical decisions. I think that’s an important principle . . . ’93 But while Secretary Carter’s words trumpet commitment they whisper qualifications. He did not say that “to protect civilization,” the president (or even a group of people around the president) makes the critical decisions. He said there was “a human being involved.” In fact, a president asked to decide whether to launch upon warning is in a position like that of the captain of the Vincennes, with about the same decision time,94 except that, when compared with a Navy captain, a president has less training and experience relevant to the launch decision he or she might confront. If informed that missiles have been launched against the United States, on what basis would a president decide whether to credit this assessment and respond?

Our president does not look through the windows of the oval office and observe missiles landing. Instead he or she relies on the counsel of a small group of advisors, and they in turn are dependent on a network of sensors, algorithms, and models that conclude (more precisely, we might say, support the inference) that missiles have been launched and are aimed at us. In those minutes our commander-in-chief, like the captain of the Vincennes, relies on the quality of information from the sensors, algorithms, data inputs, and models. About these, our chief executive and those around him or her are likely to have only a small degree of understanding.95 The most that can be said is that “a human being is involved.” What appear to be two separate systems – the machine and the human – are interdependent, and the greater influence on the decision resides in the machinery. This is a common situation in the modern age. Human decisionmakers are riders traveling across obscured terrain with little or no ability to assess the powerful beasts that carry and guide them.96

Issues of the human role in machine systems are fair grounds for debate. For our purposes a half dozen conclusions seem reasonable: Human decisionmakers add value because they complicate an attacker’s ability to subvert systems; at present, humans can add context that is elusive for machines; the human role will contract as machine capabilities expand, particularly for assessing context97 and as more decisions need to be made at machine speeds; even at present, decisionmakers are so dependent on machine inputs, they commonly do not add significant independent power as a mechanism of control; to the extent they are empowered, human decisionmakers are as likely to produce unintended consequences as to effect control; urgency stresses and distorts human decisionmaking, but machine complexity confounds human decisionmakers even when there is ample time for considered judgment.
What Is to Be Done?

Analytic and predictive uncertainty and the limits of a human in the loop solution are not a prescription for ignoring a problem. Recognizing our limitations, it is all the more urgent to get a better (though imperfect) understanding of our military technology risks and to establish precautions against them. Each new technology introduced into military systems has unique attributes and risks. However, the technologies addressed here share two particularly troubling characteristics: They are developing faster than our mechanisms of control, and they have the potential for producing especially traumatic, one could say catastrophic, consequences.

Control theory developed to protect us from systems running beyond acceptable parameters. For example, a thermostat measures many familiar systems so that if they run aberrationally hot or cold that out-of-state condition is recognized and steps are initiated to restore equilibrium or shut down the system. Familiar closed loop systems are comfortingly subject to this control. The technologies of concern to us have attributes that are not familiar and have the potential to move beyond the boundaries of closed loops.

They also fall within what Nassim Taleb calls the fourth quadrant.

In some situations, you can be extremely wrong and be fine, in others you can be slightly wrong and explode. If you are leveraged, errors blow you up; if you are not, you can enjoy life. . . . Some decisions require vastly more caution than others. . . . For instance you do not ‘need evidence’ that . . . a gun is loaded to avoid playing Russian roulette, or evidence that a thief is on the lookout to lock your door. You need evidence of safety – not evidence of lack of safety.

Our national security agencies have under-invested in comprehending and documenting the problems that may arise in military contexts from new technologies. Recourse to the proposition that they are keeping humans in the loop should offer limited comfort. Humans can add to machine decisionmaking but judgments by military officers are now commonly shaped by machines and machine influence will only increase as machine capabilities grow and demands for speed increase. The required offset is not to put humans “in the loop” or “on the loop” so much as to be maximally thoughtful and creative about new technologies at the time of their design and deployment.

In this light, here are five recommended initiatives, building from the most modest to the most expansive.

1. Increase defense and intelligence agencies’ focus on risks of accidents and emergent effects. Do this, for example, by making these concerns a significant part of quadrennial reviews, periodic national intelligence estimates, net assessments, war games, and red team exercises. Nothing is free. This recommended effort will be at the cost of some marginal investment otherwise used to assess and plan for conflict. This report argues, however, that this allocation of resources is warranted: Though the risks of inadvertent actions cannot be well calculated, a better-balanced system would at least educate senior decisionmakers about them and encourage them to take more account of them as urged in the following recommendations. Red team attacks are particularly valuable for exposing vulnerabilities commonly overlooked by program proponents and day-to-day operators.

Against this, some might respond that the consequences of intentionally initiated global warfare would be much greater than the consequences, however traumatic, from accident. By this view, accordingly, it would be ill advised to divert any preventive effort from the former to the latter. However, this argument envisions a binary state of badness: on the one hand, accidents that cause tolerable trauma and, on the other hand, malevolent acts that can cause intolerable catastrophe. This distinction is dubious. History and analysis clarify that accidents and emergent effects are significant causes of catastrophic malevolent acts. One value of the recommended games and assessments would be to clarify this and to suggest firebreaks and other ways of mitigating this risk.

There is a second consideration. Agencies’ development and deployment of new technologies will be jeopardized if catastrophic accidents occur and, most especially, if these agencies are ill prepared when they do occur. In this light, the recommended initiative, far from undermining technological investment for warfighting and deterrence, is a necessary protection for that investment.
Beyond that, national security agencies need to increase knowledge of the risks these technology investments entail, to declare and dramatize these risks, and to stimulate processes that will be called upon in the event of accident.\textsuperscript{102}

Some top-level policy guidance is a prerequisite to balancing our interests, and this is most likely to result from heightened attention in regular policy reviews. In addition, at least some documents that reflect this recognition of risk must be public and engage Congress, the White House, and other relevant executive branch agencies and offices. The natural tendency within the national security establishment is to minimize the visibility of these issues and to avoid engagement with potentially disruptive outside actors. But this leaves technology initiatives with such a narrow base of support that they are vulnerable to overreaction when accidents or revelations occur. The intelligence agencies should have learned this lesson when they had only weak public support in the face of backlash when their cyber documents and tools were hacked.

### The natural tendency within the national security establishment is to minimize the visibility of these issues and to avoid engagement with potentially disruptive outside actors.

Leadership attention and broader support alone are not sufficient. Leaders also must foster a more extensive understanding of these risks. The 2008 financial crisis catalyzed work to improve our understanding of how one bank’s actions can trigger reactions throughout the whole banking system.\textsuperscript{103} The 2013 Ebola crisis stimulated analogous work on epidemic risk.\textsuperscript{104} The previous section described our shortfalls in understanding our risks from new technologies and observed that it is hard to assess these risks precisely because the technologies are, and will be, new. War games and simulations will build our understanding.

### 2. Routinely consider and aim to reduce risks of proliferation, adversarial behavior, accidents, and emergent behaviors when developing, deploying, and employing technologies for warfare. Give priority to reducing these risks.

During operations, the role of human decisionmakers will be limited. As technology advances, this role will contract. The most important opportunities for control are before they are used in conflict, that is, when programs and safeguards are designed and implemented. As a celebrated historian observed in other contexts, “the decisive choice is seldom the latest choice in the series. More often than not, it will turn out to be some choice made relatively far back in the past.”\textsuperscript{105}

The precept is broadly understood. Before new weapons systems are deployed, well-established defense department systems of test and evaluation require a “designated approval authority” to assess the risks of accidents from these weapons. A proponent of cybersecurity innovations, for example, must identify opportunities for adversarial attack and consider these risks, as well as risks of accident, before a new system is introduced.\textsuperscript{106} But this approach needs to be applied to emergent risks that do not lend themselves to convincing probabilistic calculation. It should be made applicable to the whole suite of new technologies (biology, robotics, etc., not just IT), to programs in development as well as near deployment, and to assessment of likely costs to us when adversaries adopt technologies we develop and exploit vulnerabilities we present as we increase the range and complexity of our systems.

Encouraged in part by this report, DARPA and IARPA have begun to explore how they might systematically build these considerations into their programs. An appendix to this report presents questions developed by IARPA Director Jason Matheny as prerequisites to be answered before the introduction of new programs.

While American military and intelligence agencies progress with all technologies on which our national security depends, including particularly destructive technologies, it is important that their leaders understand the limits of our comprehension of what they are introducing and that agencies design for resilience in the face of failure.\textsuperscript{107} This requires learning from simulations of performance under a variety of conditions, including attack; abstracting from analogous systems;\textsuperscript{108} developing data by controlled experience with new systems;\textsuperscript{109} auditing those systems\textsuperscript{110} as they are maintained,\textsuperscript{111} updated, and operated in practice; and assisting and training human operators and supervisors so that they can intervene and if necessary terminate machine operations if warranted.
U.S. national security agencies have models of this approach from the controls with which we have surrounded nuclear technology as a means of propulsion for our submarine force, as weaponry for our strategic nuclear forces, and as a core of energy from our nuclear power plants. Our future uses of new technologies need to be at least as strong as these past programs in their training regimens, procedures, and safeguards. But many of the new technologies are more opaque, more rapidly evolving, and less tightly controlled by human operators than in the past. Furthermore, past programs like those for nuclear submarines and nuclear weapons have been relatively isolated and therefore easier to protect. Risks of sabotage and emergent effects from interaction will be greater with systems that have more autonomy and operate in more populated and interactive technological and physical environments. Consequently, these systems need to be even better understood and better controlled than their predecessors. A United Nations group concerned with lethal autonomous weapons has posed four relevant questions:

- How are existing systems verified (was it built right) and validated (was the right system built)? Are existing and planned autonomous systems scrutable (what do you know and how do you know it)? Can machines describe their learning?
- How are human and social safety issues such as hacking and privacy being tackled? Can autonomous machines be made foolproof against hacking?
- Can there be software/hardware locks on machine behavior, and could a learning machine be prevented from bypassing/changing them?
- Does the transformative character of AI and its possible ubiquity limit the [lethal autonomous weapon systems] discussion in any manner, or is AI like other dual-use technologies in the past?²¹³

Two DARPA programs are suggestive about technical possibilities. A first effort recognizes that opaque algorithms must be understood by operators “if future warfighters are to . . . appropriately trust, and effectively manage an emerging generation of artificially intelligent machine partners.”¹¹⁴ The “Explainable AI (XAI) program aims to create . . . [n]ew machine-learning systems [that] will have the ability to explain their rationale, characterize their strengths and weaknesses, and convey an understanding of how they will behave in the future.”¹¹⁵ A second program pursues control in biological contexts. The Safe Gene Program aims to develop genetic turn-off switches,¹¹⁶ counter-measures and other tools that “build in biosafety for new biotechnologies at their inception.”¹¹⁷

3. Independently and regularly assess the risks of accidents and emergent effects from our military technologies. Encourage the same effort from our opponents and credible third parties. The previous section indicated why it is extremely difficult for anyone, no matter how technologically astute, to discern and assess the risks associated with new technologies. It is exponentially harder for those within organizations devoted to developing these technologies to sustain potentially disruptive analyses and to force responses that may minimize risk but reduce effectiveness or raise costs.¹¹⁸ Two of the most eminent thinkers about “normal accidents”¹¹⁹ emphasized this variable. Scott Sagan decried the military propensity in accidents he investigated to “circle the wagons.”¹²⁰ By contrast, Charles Perrow attributed progress in commercial aviation safety in large measure to the “rich mix of interested formal organizations checking upon each other.”¹²¹

In this light, it would be valuable, perhaps invaluable, to supplement organizational assessments with reviews by experts outside proponent organizations.¹²² To test this proposition, an external review should be conducted of a sample of perhaps a half dozen programs developing nascent technologies. If this review proves useful, then it might be regularized under the aegis of one of the existing external bodies, for example the Office of Technology Policy in the White House, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the President’s Intelligence Advisory Board, the Defense Science Board, or an Inspector General.¹²³ Experience with such reviews should be assimilated before judgments are made about how frequently and robustly they should be undertaken. If of limited value, they might be at substantial intervals or not at all. If of notable value they might be conducted at regular intervals or more or less continuously.

If American agencies found this to be desirable, other nations should be encouraged to establish similar systems. A third party (for example, the United Nations)¹²⁴ also might be encouraged to make such assessments and, optimally, to coordinate with national efforts so as to sensitize all nations about risks that can be understood at least in unclassified contexts. National risk analyses and risk reduction efforts could be encouraged by sharing some civilian technology applications with those who complied.¹²⁵
4. Increase multilateral planning with our allies and our opponents so that we are cooperatively better able to recognize and respond to accidents, catastrophic terrorist events, and unintended state conflicts. American policymakers have long understood that it does us little good to safeguard our nuclear weapons if our opponents do not safeguard theirs. They need to extrapolate from that lesson. For example, safeguards surrounding American experimentation with genetic modifications avail us little if modifications created in other countries escape into the global environment. The point is generalizable across all potent technologies. It would be dangerously naïve for us to assume that foreign parties carefully assess and evaluate risks in their frame of reference just as we do in ours. All nations employing advanced destructive technologies need to share perceptions of risks and safeguards. The previous recommendation would help in that regard. From that foundation, we need to plan together to cope with unanticipated and undesired events. A terrorist attack with a contagious pathogen in Moscow or an accident from a laboratory in China will put our security interests very much in play. Conversely, they have a stake in our activities. We need to plan for robust cooperation across as well as within alliance relationships.

To achieve this, national security agencies from many nations should collaboratively use the tools of analysis, simulation, and gaming that have just been recommended to deepen American understanding. These efforts would provide a foundation for cooperation. Risks cannot be understood simply from our perspective, nor can we safely leave others to understand them only from their perspectives.

5. Use the new technologies as means for encouraging and verifying treaties and norms. Deterrence is the big stick that keeps nations from crossing some critical lines. However, American national security officials have supplemented deterrence with a web of treaties and norms that create disincentives to development, deployment, and employment of some technologies. Most evidently, both our success and our failure with these tools are reflected in the fact that there are approximately 15,000 nuclear weapons in the arsenals of nine nations. Though the number is distressingly high, nonproliferation treaties have contributed to keeping it lower than it otherwise would be. And though strategists celebrate deterrence as the primary means of preventing conflict between nuclear states, a norm of no-first use undoubtedly has contributed to keeping nuclear nations from using these weapons against states without nuclear weapons.

This model of treaties and norms has been employed with imperfect but nonetheless great benefit in efforts to control other new military technologies. With varying degrees of success nations have moderated the development, proliferation, and use of missiles, blinding lasers, land mines, weapons in outer space, chemical weapons, etc. Recognizing this, biologists, leaders in AI, cyber experts, and those concerned with other new technologies are attempting to encourage emergent norms and treaty restraints on development, proliferation, and destructive use of these technologies.

Unfortunately, the strength and attraction of these tools is largely proportional to participating nations’ faith in our abilities to observe their violation. Nations have made substantial headway with norms and treaties when, and only when, they can find means of monitoring tests, materials, equipment, weapons, and use. Responsible leaders cannot be Pollyanna-ish about possible adversaries who may publicly foreshadow technology developments but secretly continue with them. President Reagan’s proposition “trust, but verify,” seems still to obtain with its strong implicit corollary: When we can’t verify, we don’t trust.

Our central problem is that by all present measures the technologies described in this report are of low visibility. Biological work that once required industrial facilities and controllable supplies now can be conducted inside of commonplace buildings with commercially available micro-equipment and material. Work on AI is even more difficult to trace as computational hardware has steadily miniaturized and proliferated, and the most basic medium of progress, software, is extraordinarily difficult to access and scrutinize.

There may be opportunities inherent in the very technologies of concern, however. AI systems are particularly valuable as means for detecting activities otherwise lost in the noise of the benign everyday activity. Well-designed biological systems can be exquisite sensors of perturbations in their environment. Information technologies create opportunities for looking within opponents’ systems. None of these mechanisms are perfect, but all are powerful. As these technologies develop, American national security officials should make it a priority to broaden and intensify our investments in them as means of arms control, not just armament.
Conclusion

There is good reason for America to pursue technological superiority in the future as it has in the past. As our national security leaders strain in that direction, they must also recognize that even a persistently first-place position in this race entails risks. This essay highlights the point that superiority is not synonymous with security: There are substantial risks from the race.

This would be more tolerable if the race had a foreseeably good ending or if the risks were readily ascertainable, small and controllable. But, unless the paranoia of the human animal abates, the race appears to be unending. The source of that problem is not in our technologies, it is in us. As E. E. Morison observed a half century ago, “[o]ne of the things you can learn from history is that men have lived with machinery at least as well as, and probably a good deal better than, they have yet learned to live with one another.”

But technology makes our situation worse. Many have seen how the power of technology amplifies the power of malevolent acts and therefore the risks that nations, groups, and individuals consciously initiate one another’s destruction. This report highlights the probability that we don’t have to will this result – it may emerge because nations, groups and individuals can’t well control what they create. To return to the metaphor with which this report began, we are loading more and more bullets into guns that are more widely distributed not only within our system and among our allies, but also among opponents who are following our technological lead. The resulting technical-human system always has been dangerous, but with each year it is accumulating more risks and the likelihood is that in the future it will be riskier still. America is not alone responsible for this technological roulette, but because it is superior it has the primary responsibility and the primary opportunity to diminish risk. Doing so is imperative to protecting our security.

At the outset, this report observed that many fears about new technologies root more in emotion than in reason. This makes it too easy to discard even well-grounded concerns as irrational or Luddite. Hopefully, this report rebuts that easy dismissal. While reinforcing the case for care, we should not neglect, however, the relevance of emotionally rooted reactions. At a minimum we should recognize that catastrophic accidents are likely to be significant because of the psychological and political reactions they induce as well as for their more immediate material consequences. (Thus, for example, some countries cut back all nuclear programs after radiation was released when a tsunami hit reactors in Fukushima, Japan.)

More positively, fear can be our friend. To be sure, it can paralyze, mislead and feed irrational desires to reverse the arrow of time. But if properly considered, it may alert all users – us and our opponents – to faults in what we are doing and where we are going. Technological developments are empowering, infatuating, and frequently irresistible. But they carry real risks that are obscured by complexity, bureaucratic momentum, misunderstanding, and the thirst that individuals and organizations have for enhanced capabilities. These risks are not effectively controlled by, as some would have it, “keeping humans in the loop.” By highlighting the limits of our control, this report tries to strip away false comfort. Fears sensitize us to the risks we commonly overlook and unwisely discount.

Properly acknowledged fear can be a powerful bonding agent. It joins love and self-interest as an essential part of the trinity that motivates people. It is even more important in international relations because nations, to put it mildly, are short on love for one another.

National security officials often identify allies and adversaries as though these were immutable categories carrying necessary consequences in our relationships. But history teaches a different lesson, well illustrated by America on the eve of World War II. Our affinities with the democracies of Western Europe and our yet deeper special relationship with Britain did not motivate us to intervene when Hitler attacked them in 1940 and 1941. But when the United States came to fear for itself, it cemented an alliance even with Stalin’s Soviet Union. No opponent we now face is so evil and repugnant as Stalin. We cooperated with him – and him with us – because we saw a greater risk from Hitler and the Nazi state.

It is a well-established trope in science fiction to envision an alien threat as a catalyst that welds together nations that were previously hostile. We don’t have to wait for the aliens. If humanity comes to recognize that we now confront a great common threat from what we are creating, we can similarly open opportunities for coming together. Cooperation in this area may become a beachhead for broader cooperation. Put another way, a clear-eyed view of militaries as inadvertent actors may open a path to taming our capacities for destruction. Perhaps this is too much to hope for. But then, perhaps it is not.
Appendix

Questions Developed For Program Managers Making New Proposals
by Dr. Jason Matheny, Director, IARPA

1. What is your estimate about how long it would take a major nation competitor to weaponize this technology after they learn about it? What is your estimate for a non-state terrorist group with resources like those of al Qaeda in the first decade of this century?

2. If the technology is leaked, stolen, or copied, would we regret having developed it? What if any first mover advantage is likely to endure after a competitor follows?

3. How could the program be misinterpreted by foreign intelligence? Do you have any suggestions for reducing that risk?

4. Can we develop defensive capabilities before/alongside offensive ones?

5. Can the technology be made less prone to theft, replication, and mass production? What design features could create barriers to entry?

6. What red-team activities could help answer these questions? Whose red-team opinion would you particularly respect?
1. Military technological advantage derives from research initiatives, assimilation of research undertaken by others (including civilians and military competitors), translation of inventions into instruments relevant to warfare, development of strategies and operational concepts that take advantage of these instruments, and providing incentives and training for service members to employ these innovations. A brief informative layman’s description of the different aspects of this process is provided by Malcolm Gladwell, “Creation Myth: Xerox PARC, Apple, and the Truth About Innovation,” The New Yorker, May 16, 2011, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/05/16/creation-myth. This report refers to all these strands without attempting to disentangle their respective roles.

2. It is also relevant that China’s population is three times the size of the United States. This is both an advantage (for example, by demanding technology sharing as a predicate to access to its markets) and a disadvantage (for example, by creating imperatives for greater per capita social expenditures rather than military investments).

3. And supporting systems of command and control, sensors, analytic algorithms, etc.

4. The Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford University has focused attention on these issues, beginning with a 2008 conference at which participants rated the likelihood of a “technologically induced global catastrophe” during the next century at greater than 10 percent. Nick Beckstead et al., “Unprecedented Technological Risks,” (Future of Humanity Institute, 2014), https://www.ifi.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/Unprecedented-Technological-Risks.pdf, provides a good summary, referencing several technologies, of risks of concern to FHI.


6. Subversive efforts within the competition will increase these risks.


8. Perhaps these fears are inherently human, and our technology anxieties are presaged by our fears of natural disasters and wrath of the Gods. By this view, as technology has secured greater control of the natural environment, perhaps it has taken on the burden of worry previously associated with natural risks, as though there were some psychological law of conservation of fear. This argues that we should be on guard for the play of our emotions. It does not, however, demonstrate that there are no risks.

9. And those laboratories, as Michael Hopmeier has pointed out, are today’s factories.


13. See, for example, Marc Lipsitch and Thomas V. Inglesby, “Moratorium on Research Intended To Create Novel Potential Pandemic Pathogens,” (American Society for Microbiology, 2014), doi: 10.1128/mBio.02366-1412 December 2014 mBio vol. 5no. 6 e02366-14: “[R]esearch that aims to create new potential pandemic pathogens (PPP) . . . represents a tiny portion of the experimental work done in infectious disease research, [but] it poses extraordinary potential risks to the public.” Leading geneticist Kevin Esvelt says, “I occupy a strange position . . . I am probably the foremost critic of genetic engineering and yet I am also someone at the forefront of the work I critique.” Kristen V. Brown, “This Scientist is Trying to Stop a Lab-created Global Disaster,” Splinter, June 27, 2016, https://splinternews.com/this-scientist-is-trying-to-stop-a-lab-created-global-d-1793857858, quoting Kevin Esvelt, head of MIT’s Sculpting Evolution Laboratory.


16. Daniel E. Geer Jr., “A Rubicon,” (Hoover Institution, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801, February 2018). Geer continued: “There are two—precisely and only two—classes of cyber risks that directly rise to the level of national security . . . One class is those critical services which by the very definition of their mission must create a single point of failure. . . . The other risk at the level of national security is that of cascade failure which implicates services that are critical or merely pervasive.”

17. The military is concerned, of course, to control its members as well as its instruments of warfare. The human aspect of this equation is as important as technology issues, but is not the subject of this report. For readers who wish to consider the imperative of human controls, a compelling starting point might be Jim Frederick, Black Heart: A Platoon’s Descent into Madness in Iraq’s Triangle of Death (2012).

18. See, for example, “In the Matter of Knight Capital Americas LLC: Order Instituting Administrative and Cease-And-Desist Proceedings,” October 16, 2013, 2–3, in which the SEC describes its response to automated trading: “Recent events and Commission enforcement actions have demonstrated that this investment must be supported by an equally strong commitment to prioritize technology governance with a view toward preventing, wherever possible, software malfunctions, system errors and failures, outages or other contingencies and, when such issues arise, ensuring a prompt, effective, and risk-mitigating response. The failure by, or unwillingness of, a firm to do so can have potentially catastrophic consequences for the firm, its customers, their counterparties, investors and the marketplace. The Commission adopted Exchange Act Rule 15c3-52 in November 2010 to require that brokers or dealers, as gatekeepers to the financial markets, ‘appropriately control the risks associated with market access, so as not to jeopardize their own financial condition, that of other market participants, the integrity of trading on the securities markets, and the stability of the financial system.’”

19. Perrow, Normal Accidents, 371–72, 382, distinguishes between error inducing and error avoiding organizations. He identifies information sharing as an important characteristic that played an important role in determining whether a given system was of one or the other type. In this context he observes that the civilian aircraft industry was helped greatly by an extensive record system and “the rich mix of interested formal organizations checking upon each other.”


24. Clausewitz’s famous formulation still applies. War, he observed, “involves tremendous friction which cannot, as in mechanics, be reduced to a few points, is everywhere in contact with chance, and brings with it effects that cannot be measured, just because they are largely due to chance.” Karl von Clausewitz, On War, edited by Michael Howard and translated by Peter Paret (1989), 120.

25. Steven Johnson, Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities (2001), 19, offers the insightful comment: “Complexity characterises the behaviour of a system or model whose components interact in multiple ways and follow local rules, meaning there is no reasonable higher instruction to define the various possible interactions. . . . A complex system is . . . characterised by its inter-dependencies, whereas a complicated system is characterised by its layers.”

26. “The lowest sustained fatal accident rate of first generation [Airbus] jets was around 3.0 accidents per million flights, whilst for the second generation it was around 0.7, meaning a reduction of fatal accidents of almost 80% between generations. In comparison, third generation jets now achieve about 0.2 accidents per million flights, a reduction of around a further 70%. Finally, fourth generation jets have the lowest accident rate of all, at a stable average rate of about 0.1 fatal accidents per million flights, which is a further 50% reduction compared to the third generation.” See, Airbus, “A Statistical Analysis of Commercial Aviation Accidents 1958–2016.” The International Air Transport Association’s “Safety Report 2016” (April 2017) proclaims that “[o]ver the last ten years the world’s commercial aviation system industry has improved its overall safety performance by 54%,” p. 6, https://www.skybrary.aero/bookshelf/books/3875.pdf.
27. Contrast the civilian record described in the previous footnote with the military record discussed in Part II of this report.

28. As a recent example: “In many cases, deferred modernization has delayed the installation of modern integrated Bridge systems. Sailors from one ship cannot simply cross to another ship of the same class and expect familiar equipment or lay-outs. Low cost simulators do not sufficiently provide the fidelity to fully replicate the stresses of complex operations in high traffic areas.” Department of the Navy, “Comprehensive Review of Recent Surface Force Incidents,” October 26, 2017, 14.

29. William A. Owens, “The Emerging U.S. System-of-Systems” (February 1996), was an early influential statement by the Vice Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff.

30. A decade ago an astute observer saw this development as “inevitable” in both commercial and military systems and added: “As the expectations for and potential benefits of systems of systems grow, so does the demand for such systems. Their number will continue to increase and their importance to intensify. Nowhere is this acceleration more obvious than in the U.S. Department of Defense, where there is a rising advocacy for transformation, driven by technological advances in computing and communication and instantiated in a vision of system of systems known as network-centric warfare (NCW).” See David A. Fisher, “An Emergent Perspective on Interoperation in Systems of Systems,” Carnegie Mellon University Technical Report, March 2006, 9, http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.555.5917&rep=rep1&type=pdf.


32. Geer observes that “complexity hides interdependence(s), ergo complexity is the enemy of security.” “A Rubicon” Hoover Institution, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801 (2018), 2. Geer refers to Steven Johnson, Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and Software (2001), 19, to explain that “complexity characterises the behaviour of a system or model whose components interact in multiple ways and follow local rules, meaning there is no reasonable higher instruction to define the various possible interactions.”


34. Ibid.


39. Broken Arrows: Nuclear Weapons Accidents,” http://www.atomicarchive.com/Atomic/Brokenarrows_static.shtml, recites this along with 31 other incidents: “January 24, 1961: While on airborne alert, a B-52 suffered structural failure of its right wing, resulting in the release of two nuclear weapons. One weapon landed safely with little damage. The second fell free and broke apart near the town of Goldsboro, North Carolina. Some of the uranium from that weapon could not be recovered. No radiological contamination was detectable in the area.” Collisions between foreign and U.S. aircraft, ships, and submarines are well documented and reflected on this site. See also Patricia Lewis et al., “Too Close for Comfort: Cases of Near Nuclear Use and Options for Policy” (2014), 1: “Since 1945 there have been disturbing near misses in which nuclear weapons were nearly used inadvertently. Evidence from many declassified documents, testimonies and interviews suggests that the world has
been lucky.” [source]


41. The circumstances of this 1979 event are described by former Secretary of Defense William J. Perry in his memoir My Journey at the Nuclear Brink (2015) 52–3.


44. It should be noted that the United States doesn’t always have the most constraining sensitivities. For example, “judging by opinion polls and government policies, most Western democracies, with the possible exception of France, have been more anti-nuclear than the United States,” See, Nina Tannenwald, “The Nuclear Taboo: The United States and the Normative Basis of Nuclear Non-Use,” International Organization, 53 no. 3 (Summer 1999), 464.


46. “One person was killed immediately and a second died in hospital soon after as a result of injuries received. Another person is reported to have died at the time from a coronary thrombosis. Acute radiation syndrome (ARS) was originally diagnosed in 237 people onsite and involved with the clean-up and it was later confirmed in 134 cases. Of these, 28 people died as a result of ARS within a few weeks of the accident. Nineteen more subsequently died between 1987 and 2004 but their deaths cannot necessarily be attributed to radiation exposure. Nobody offsite suffered from acute radiation effects although a large proportion of the childhood thyroid cancers diagnosed since the accident are likely to be due to intake of radioactive iodine fallout. Furthermore, large areas of Belarus, Ukraine, Russia, and beyond were contaminated in varying degrees.” World Nuclear Association, “Chernobyl Accident, 1986” (updated November 2016), http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/safety-of-plants/chernobyl-accident.aspx.

47. The DNA of the 1977 virus was nearly identical to that in a 1950 outbreak – an event extremely unlikely to occur in nature where viruses mutate frequently in response to the pressure of natural selection. Debate over the cause of this unlikely situation could be assembled as a case study in the difficulties of biological attribution. The predominant view has been that “the virus was frozen in a laboratory freezer since 1950, and was released, either by intent or accident, in 1977. This possibility has been denied by Chinese and Russian scientists, but remains to this day the only scientifically plausible explanation.” [source]
Lipsitch and Alison P. Galvani, “Ethical Alternatives to Experiments with Novel Potential Pathogenic Pathogens,” PLOS Medicine, May 2014, http://journals.plos.org/plos-medicine/article/assetId=10.1371/journal.pmed.1001646.PDF. The most recently published review of the evidence concluded: “. . . the tripartite origin of the outbreak in northeast China that produced almost identical isolates is not supportive of the conclusion that this was a single laboratory accident. It is more likely that either the vaccines produced from these stocks or the viruses themselves used in tests of vaccine development were virulent enough to spark the 1977 epidemic. The bulk of the evidence rests with this possibility; the unnatural origin, mildness of presentation of the virus, widespread dissemination of cases in a short amount of time, temperature sensitivity of the samples, contemporary observations, and existence of live-virus vaccine trials which were occurring at that time.” See Michelle Rozo and Gigi Kwik Gronvall, “The Reemergent 1977 H1N1 Strain and the Gain-of-Function Debate” (July/August, 2015) mBio 6(4):e01013-15. doi:10.1128/mBio.01013-15. A credible third view argues that the data is so sparse and subject to error that neither the time nor the source of initial cases can be identified with confidence. See Joel O. Wertheim, “The Re-Emergence of H1N1 Influenza Virus in 1977: A Cautionary Tale for Estimating Divergence Times Using Biologically Unrealistic Sampling Dates,” PLOS One, June 2010, e11184. Prof. Terry Leighton of Oakland Children’s Hospital, who identified several of these references, comments, “It is clear that fine grained phylogenetic and phylo-geographic datasets [which are not available] are required to constrain competing hypotheses for outbreak sources.” Email to the author, April 2, 2018. On problems of attributing biological attacks, see Anne L. Clunan et al., Terrorism, War or Disease (2008).

48. The phenomenon, demonstrated originally by Tom Schelling, is well explained by Frank McCown, “Schelling’s Model of Segregation,” http://nifty.stanford.edu/2014/mccown-schelling-model-segregation/. Joshua Epstein and Robert Axtel, Growing Artificial Societies (1996), used a simulation of interactions of cells containing sugar to rigorously demonstrate this phenomenon. It is accordingly often referred to as a sugarscape agent model.


51. This is not to say that technology was the only or even primary cause. The point is that emergent effects contributed to the outbreak of a conflict that was not sought by decision-makers amongst the combatant nations.


55. Ibid., 16.

56. “RMA [Revolution in Military Affairs] proponents and skeptics alike assume that innovations will spread. They differ in their assessment of the ease and speed with which this will occur.” Leslie C. Eliason and Emily O. Goldman, “Theoretical and Comparative Perspectives on Innovation and Diffusion,” in Leslie C. Eliason and Emily O. Goldman (eds.), The Diffusion of Military Technology and Ideas (2003), 6.

57. Of course, it will be relevant to consider whether others may go down a development path as fast (or possibly even faster) even if we restrain our investment. The Russian offensive biological weapons program appears to have intensified when we announced that we would not pursue such weapons, in part because our announcement was taken as a ruse. See generally, Milton Leitenberg and Raymond A. Zilinskas, The Soviet Biological Weapons Program: A History (2012).

58. Miles Brundage et al., “The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation,” (Future of Humanity institute, 2018) observes at pp. 17–18: Today’s AI systems suffer from a number of novel unresolved vulnerabilities. These include data poisoning attacks (introducing training data that causes a learning system to make mistakes), adversarial examples (inputs designed to be misclassified by machine learning systems), and the exploitation of flaws in the design of autonomous systems’ goals. These vulnerabilities are distinct from traditional software vulnerabilities (e.g. buffer.
59. “The concern about this is that one might find that an adversary is able to control, in a big-data environment, enough of that data that they can feed you in misdirection,” said Dr Deborah Frincke, head of the Research Directorate (RD) of the US National Security Agency/ Central Security Service (NSA/CSS). Adversarial machine learning, as Frincke called it, is “a thing that we’re starting to see emerge, a bit, in the wild. It’s a path that we might reasonably believe will continue,” she said. See Stilgher- rian, “Machine learning can also aid the cyber enemy: NSA research head,” (Full Tilt, March 15, 2017), http:// www.zdnet.com/article/machine-learning-can-also-aid- the-cyber-enemy-nsa-research-head/. Ian Goodfellow et al. provide a good account of poisoning machine learning in “Attacking Machine Learning with Adversarial Examples” (February 24, 2017), https://blog.openai.com/ adversarial-example-research/. See also Nicolas Papernot et al., “Practical Black-Box Attacks against Deep Learning Systems using Adversarial Examples,” arXiv preprint arX- iv:1602.02697 (2016): “attackers [can] control a remotely hosted [deep neural network] with no access to the model, its parameters, or its training data [assuming] that the adversary can observe outputs from the target [deep neural network] given inputs chosen by the adversary. We introduce the attack strategy of fitting a substitute model to the input-output pairs in this manner, then crafting adversarial examples based on this auxiliary model.”


62. After noting that both Russia and the United States “possess strong incentives to use cyber and counter-space capabilities early in a conflict to gain advantage,” Miller and Fontaine (“A New Era”) continue: “This emerging situation could greatly increase the risks of stumbling into conflict due to accident or inadvertence.” Sketching a scenario for major cyber conflict around a South China Sea incident, Jonathan Reiber and Arun Mohan Sukumar envision: “The PLA covertly penetrates the networks of Cho Ray Hospital in Ho Chi Minh City for purposes of surveillance and collection on key leaders. During the surveillance operation, a young PLA major inadvertently tests malware that destroys data regarding the timing and delivery of medicine to two wards of patients. In the first known deaths caused by a data-disruptive cyberattack, four patients die at Cho Ray hospital from failing to receive adequate amounts of medication through their medical devices.” Reiber and Sukumar anticipate escalo- ry effects when American forensic analysis determines the source of these attacks, but the U.S. intelligence community cannot ascribe the motive for them. “Asian Cybersecurity Futures: Opportunity and Risk in a Rising Digital World” (Center for Long Term Cyber Security, December, 2017), 37.

63. Michael V. Hayden, Playing to the Edge: American Intelligence in the Age of Terror (2016), 147. In correspondence about this report, Paul Scharre suggested that decision-makers’ unfamiliarity may bias them toward seeing the benefits, but not possible adverse consequences, of new technologies.

64. Ray Monk, Robert Oppenheimer: A Life Inside the Center (2012), 494.

65. Monk, Robert Oppenheimer, 494.

66. Lee Clarke, Mission Improbable: Using Fantasy Documents to Tame Disaster (2003) is, as its title indicates, fiercely assertive about this point. See also the supportive discussion of his work in Perrow, 374ff. Issues about the limits of calculation are important in many fields. Peter Lewin, “What Do We Know for Certain About Uncertainty,” (Keynote Remarks Presented at The Legatum Institute Charles Street Symposium, June 2012) provides a good discussion about the centrality of this issue in economics.


68. For the most recent example, see Peter Bright, “As predicted, more branch prediction processor attacks are discovered,” Ars TechnicaU, March 26, 2017: “[These attacks] demonstrate that the isolation boundaries that have long been assumed to exist are rendered somewhat permeable by the speculative execution hardware that is essential to high-performance processors. Moreover, BranchScope shows that Spectre isn’t the only avenue through which this speculative execution can be exploited. . . . It’s likely to be years before researchers have determined all the various ways in which the speculative execution hardware can be used to leak information this way, and it will be longer still before robust, universal defenses are available to stop the attacks.”

70. “[I]n some important respects, the leaders of American government respond to the problems of cyber technology as two hundred years ago Americans and their leaders responded to our Western frontier. We are excited by what we already have experienced and believe that future discoveries and exploitations will have immense and transformative effects. At the same time, we are uncertain and conflicted — what is the shape of the new territory? How should it be governed? Must it be insecure for decades to come? How do we reconcile old values, interests, power relationships, and practices with the frontier’s unfamiliar risks, demands, and ways of doing things?” Richard Danzig, “Forward,” to Richard M. Harrison and Trey Herr, Cyber Insecurity: Navigating the Perils of the Next Information Age (2016). xi.


72. The number of BSL 4 facilities is cited in Keith Rhodes (Chief Technologist, GAO Center for Technology and Engineering), “High-Containment Biosafety Laboratories: Preliminary Observations on the Oversight of the Proliferation of BSL-3 and BSL-4 Laboratories in the United States,” (October 4, 2007). We don’t seem to be able to reliably count the number of BSL-3 laboratories in the United States. The best calculation was that there were 1,495 registered BSL-3 laboratories in 2010. Jocelyn Kaiser, “Taking Stock of the Biodefense Boom,” Science, September 2, 2011, 1214. It is notable that even the GAO appears to rely on this reporter’s estimate drawn from registrations eight years ago. GAO commented that “there is no reliable source of the total number of high-containment laboratories in the United States.” General Accountability Office, “High-Containment Laboratories: Assessment of the Nation’s Need Is Missing,” February 25, 2013, 6, https://www.gao.gov/assets/660/652308.pdf.


74. Ibid.


76. Continuing the analogy to our exploration of the frontier, “Like our forbearers we can only partially comprehend and map the unknown [terrain of cyber security]. We do so relying on reports filtering back from scattered settlements and from explorers who tell us, sometimes inaccurately, where some trails lead. With haphazard information, we try to regulate areas that are at least somewhat settled, attempt occasional forays to maintain a modicum of order in some critical areas, and more or less acquiesce to anarchy in the remainder. Barely able to comprehend what will come, we project our hopes and fears onto our mental maps of the future.” Richard Danzig, Cyber Insecurity, xi.


78. Of course, we also can program this bias into machines. When IBM demonstrated the power of its AI system, Watson, by having it vanquish human competitors at Jeopardy, “Watson could be tuned to be either more aggressive in answering questions (and hence more likely to be wrong) or more conservative and accurate.” Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, The Second Machine Age (2014), 26.

79. For these reasons, I have argued that a strong presumption should be created that critical systems integrate non-cyber safeguards in their access and operation. Non-cyber components, also described as “out-of-band” measures, can include, for example, placing humans in decision loops, employing analog devices as a check on digital equipment, and providing for non-cyber alternatives if cyber systems are subverted. Digital information systems that drive information technologies import only digital vulnerabilities. We can protect ourselves by forcing attackers to cope with system attributes that are outside the reach of computer code. Richard Danzig, “Surviving on a Diet of Poisoned Fruit: Reducing the National Security Risks of America’s Cyber Dependencies,”(Center for a New American Security, July 2014), 21. Dan Geer has argued more generally for retaining analog systems as complements to critical digital systems. Daniel E. Geer, Jr., “A Rubicon” (Hoover Institution, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801, February 2018). Peter Levin additionally observes, in correspondence with the author, that while one common vulnerability may undermine an elaborate system of, for example, digital machines, a single tactic is less assured of success in dealing with human decisionmakers because each will have his or her own idiosyncrasies.

80. This contextual understanding seems to have been central to the American watch officer’s discounting of the training tape incident described, and the celebrated decision of a Soviet officer who declined to report an incoming nuclear attack when machine output appeared to suggest it was underway.

81. In combat, for example, we fear false negatives (mistaking an attacker for an innocent actor) as much as false positives (mistaking an innocent actor for an attacker).
82. Many nations, including the United States, have fore\- sworn biological weapons. After making such a decla- ration, the Soviet Union continued with a vast biological weapons program. The Soviet program is documented in Milton Leitenberg and Raymond A. Zilinskas, _The Soviet Biological Weapons Program: A History_ (2012).


85. “[T]here are many unanswered questions about the _Vincennes_ incident as the various hearings, reports and articles attest.” Roberts and Dotterway, 42. Roberts and Dot- terway observe that investigators may have overstated the human failure: “Finding a discrepancy between system data and crew’s recollections, and unable to explain it, the investigators speculated that the problem had to be due to task fixation, scenario fulfillment and combat-induced stress. Perhaps, given the pressure of time, it was easier to find fault with the operators than to leave a critical or embarrassing question unanswered or to challenge the efficacy of tactical support systems such as NTDS (Link 1).” Roberts and Dotterway, 43. See also David Evans, “_Vincennes_: A Case Study,” _U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings_, August 1993, https://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/1993-08/vincennes-case-study. Scott Sagan also wrote about this instance as a case study in the challenges of establishing rules of engagement. Sagan emphasized that the Navy’s rules of engagement were liberalized after a previous incident, involving the USS _Stark_, had resulted in that ship being victimized by an attack. Scott D. Sagan, “Rules of Engagement,” _Security Studies_, 1991, 78–108, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636419109347458.


88. Ibid., 34.

wire” digital technologies, including the observation that “the new technology was revolutionary... For the first time in history, airplanes could be made that would be fundamentally different from the Wright brothers Flyer.” Balog, “Airbus v. Boeing,” 9.

90. For example, cruise variants of hypersonic missiles (mis-
siles flying at greater than five times the speed of sound) likely to enter inventories over the next decade could “hold targets within a 1,000km radius... at risk and could strike these targets within several minutes.” Generally, “defenders with capable terrestrial and space sensors will have only a few minutes to know these missiles are inbound.” Richard H. Speier et al., “Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation: Hindering the Speed of a New Class of Weapons” (RAND, 2017), 12, 14.

91. Cara LaPointe and Peter L. Levin, “Automated War: How to Think About Intelligent Autonomous Systems in the Military,” _Foreign Affairs_, September 5, 2017. It should be noted that the authors hedge their assertion with the phrase “in the next century.” As with many such predic-
tions, the trend is clear but the timing is uncertain. In this author’s view it will not take more than one or two decades to validate this statement.


94. Jeffrey Lewis, “Is Launch Under Attack Feasible?” _Nuclear Threat Initiative, August 24, 2017, http://nti.org/6687A_, offers an invaluable walk through the decisionmaking process, including his judgment that “The U.S. President is left with at best 2–3 minutes to weigh options and consider alternatives.” Decision-times of single-digit minutes such as faced the commander of the _Vincennes_ and would face the President are becoming commonplace as the speed of weapons increases. Richard H. Speier, “Hyper-
sonic Missile Nonproliferation,” 12, 14.

95. This has been widely observed even amongst operators with more technical training and everyday experience. Describing Nadine Sarter as “an industrial engineer at the University of Michigan, and one of the pre-eminent
researchers in the field," William Langewiesche reports: “Sarter has written extensively about ‘automation surprises,’ often related to control modes that the pilot does not fully understand or that the airplane may have switched into autonomously, perhaps with an announcement but without the pilot’s awareness. Such surprises certainly added to the confusion aboard Air France 447... Sarter said, ‘We now have this systemic problem with complexity, and it does not involve just one manufacturer. I could easily list 10 or more incidents from either manufacturer where the problem was related to automation and confusion. Complexity means you have a large number of subcomponents and they interact in sometimes unexpected ways. Pilots don’t know, because they haven’t experienced the particular conditions that are built into the system. I was once in a room with five engineers who had been involved in building a particular airplane, and I started asking, ‘Well, how does this or that work?’ And they could not agree on the answers. So I was thinking, if these five engineers cannot agree, the poor pilot, if he ever encounters that particular situation... well, good luck.’” See William Langewiesche “The Human Factor;” Vanity Fair, October 2014, https://www.vanityfair.com/news/business/2014/10/air-france-flight-447-crash.


97. The question of how humans add benefit could be avoided when humans were clearly better than machines at logical thought and analysis of contextual clues. However, this foundation has been shaken by the steady accumulation of machine victories over humans in games such as chess, go, Jeopardy, and poker. These are specific tasks, but “... even before the recent burst of progress, this portion has expanded steadily over time. In addition, it has often been the case that once AI systems reach human-level performance at a given task (such as chess) they then go on to exceed the performance of even the most talented humans. Nearly all AI researchers in one survey expect that AI systems will eventually reach and then exceed human-level performance at all tasks surveyed. Most believe this transition is more likely than not to occur within the next fifty years.” See Miles Brundage et al., “The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation” (Future of Humanity Institute, 2018), 16.


101. See the discussion of World War I and the comments of Miller and Fontaine about the risks of accidentally induced space and cyber conflict quoted in Part of II of this report.

102. When an unprecedented tsunami in 2011 created a near meltdown of the second of Japan’s two Fukushima nuclear plants, the United States played a central role in support of Japan’s response. But while we could jury-rig responses that drew on extensive planning for U.S.-Japanese actions in the event of war, we had almost no contingency planning for an accident and had to improvise command and communication relationships, transport flows, etc. See Richard Danzig and Andrew Saidel, “Beyond Fukushima: A Joint Agenda for U.S. and Japan Disaster Management,”(CNAS, 2012 (https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/beyond-fukushima-a-joint-agenda-for-u-s-japanese-disaster-management. As another example, in 2013 and 2014, U.S. leaders recognized strong American interests in countering Ebola in West Africa. U.S. national security agencies played a central role in Liberia and supported Britain and France in their efforts in Guinea and Sierra Leone. But the consequences of an outbreak would have been as grave, and U.S. security agencies requirements far more demanding, if the outbreak occurred in states that did not welcome Western intervention.


107. This is not to say that all users must be experts. Rather, it emphasizes that we need to identify and continuously engage some experts with deep understanding of important systems we are using and that those who utilize these systems should have a working understanding of the limits and faults of the technologies that they are employing.

108. For example, IARPA has initiated “The Functional Genomic and Computational Assessment of Threats (Fun GCAT) program . . . to develop new approaches and tools for the screening of nucleic acid sequences, and for the functional annotation and characterization of genes of concern, with the goal of preventing the accidental or intentional creation of a biological threat.” It aims to develop “tools [that] will enhance the ability to computationally and functionally analyze nucleic acid sequences [and] ascribe threat potential to known and unknown genes through comparisons to the functions of known threats.” IARPA-BAA-16-08, September 2016, https://www.iarpa.gov/index.php/research-programs/fun-gcat.

109. “How do we expect autonomous systems, especially those capable of supporting or executing lethal action, to decide on their own? How do we imbue them with judgment consistent with our values? Basically, the same way we train personnel: by leveraging our knowledge about past events and previous situations in order to predict future outcomes.” Cara LaPointe and Peter Levin, “Automated War: How to Think About Intelligent Autonomous Systems in the Military,” Foreign Affairs, September 5, 2016, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2016-09-05/automated-war. See also O’Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction, 209: We can improve algorithms “only when we have an ecosystem with positive feedback loops.”

110. Observing that “[m]athematical models should be our tools, not our masters,” O’Neil Weapons of Math Destruction, 207–8, calls for “algorithmic audits.” Sam Arbesman, “Overcomplicated Technology And The Need For Biological Thinking: Complex Systems Like Stock Trading Software Need To Be Studied Like An Ecosystem,” Ars Technica, November 6, 2016, http://arstechnica.com/business/2016/11/overcomplicated-technology-and-the-need-for-biological-thinking/ suggests: “Field biologists are supremely aware of the assumptions they are making, and know they are looking at only a sliver of the complexity around them at any one moment. . . . Similarly, when encountering a complicated tangle of a technological system . . . a physics mind-set will take us only so far if we try to impose our sense of elegance or simplicity upon its entirety. If we want to understand our technological systems and predict their behavior, we need to become field biologists for technology.”

111. A classic account of the complexities of software systems observes that “[f]ixing a defect has a substantial (20–50 percent) chance of introducing another. So the whole process is two steps forward and one step back. . . . All repairs tend to destroy the structure, to increase the entropy and disorder of the system. . . . ‘Things are always at their best in the beginning,’ said Pascal.” Frederick OP. Brooks, The Mythical Man-month: Essays on Software Engineering (1975, Anniversary Edition 1995), 122–3.

112. Consider for example the risks of attack on additive manufacturing. “[N]o commercially available technology visually ensures that the printed layers match what the designer intended. Although some nascent research in implementing machine vision to monitor a build has emerged, it currently only checks the printed part against the STL file. If attackers modify the STL file or the NC code for printing the part, the printer will report that the layer is correct even if it differs from the designer’s intentions because it’s checking against the modified file.” Hamilton Turner et al., “Bad Parts: Are Our Manufacturing Systems at Risk of Silent Cyberattacks?” www.computer.org/security.


114. David Gunning, “Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI),” (2016) http://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence. The Director of IARPA, Jason Matheny, urged developers of AI systems to “please bake-in explainability from the start” because doing that was a predicate to making the outcomes of these systems persuasive to policymakers. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-vpdFWPYBs (presentation of Jason Matheny at 23:20.) He argued that “explainability” was worth its cost even if it diminished efficiency because it enhanced usability.

115. Gunning, “Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI),” Will Knight, “The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI,” MIT Technology Review, April 11, 2017, comments more generally: “Starting in the summer of 2018, the European Union may require that companies be able to give users an explanation for decisions that automated systems reach. This might be impossible, even for systems that seem relatively simple on the surface, such as the apps and websites that use deep learning to serve ads or recommend songs. The computers that run those services have programmed themselves, and they have done it in ways we cannot understand. Even the engineers who build these apps cannot fully explain their behavior.” A recent path-breaking paper provides incidental insight into one way that explainable AI can work. After demonstrating that machines could predict homosexuality from complete facial images, investigators developed insight into the basis of machine decisions by feeding it partial information (e.g., quadrants of faces). Systematic variation revealed key variables that the machine relied on for differentiation. Yilun Wang and Michal Kosinski, “Deep Neural Networks Can Detect Sexual Orientation from Faces,” Personality
considerable attention to blast effects from nuclear weapons. An illuminating history of how the U.S. Air Force devoted considerable knowledge into routines that continually reinforce choices already made. For blast damage, expert knowledge was not translated into organizational routines, and predictive capacity was not built. . . . Perhaps most significant, participants made sense of the increasing divergence of organizational capability to predict blast damage and incapability to predict fire damage by understanding it to demonstrate that fire damage could not, in fact, be predicted,” (pages 285–286).

Lynn Eden, *Whole World on Fire: Organizations, Knowledge and Nuclear Weapons Devastation* (2004) provides an illuminating history of how the U.S. Air Force devoted considerable attention to blast effects from nuclear weapons, but largely ignored fire consequences likely to extend two to five times farther than blast damage. She draws the general lesson that organizations strive for “solutions to problems that those in the organization have decided to solve. . . . The potential for mishap is clear. . . physical processes may be poorly understood or unanticipated,” (pages 3, 5). Organizational routines and choices were self-reinforcing: “the effects of learning, high research costs, interdependence and self-reinforcing expectations reinforce choices already made. For blast damage, expert knowledge was encoded into routines that continually built more organizational capacity to predict blast damage. For fire damage, expert knowledge was not translated into organizational routines, and predictive capacity was not built. . . . Perhaps most significant, participants made sense of the increasing divergence of organizational capability to predict blast damage and incapability to predict fire damage by understanding it to demonstrate that fire damage could not, in fact, be predicted,” (pages 285–286).

117. “The field of gene editing has been advancing at an astounding pace, opening the door to previously impossible genetic solutions but without much emphasis on how to mitigate potential downsides,” said Renee Wegrzyn, the Safe Genes program manager. DARPA’s press release continues: “DARPA launched Safe Genes to begin to refine those capabilities by emphasizing safety first for the full range of potential applications, enabling responsible science to proceed by providing tools to prevent and mitigate misuse. Each of . . . seven teams will pursue one or more of three technical objectives: develop genetic constructs – biomolecular “instructions” – that provide spatial, temporal, and reversible control of genome editors in living systems; devise new drug-based countermeasures that provide prophylactic and treatment options to limit genome editing in organisms and protect genome integrity in populations of organisms; and create a capability to eliminate unwanted engineered genes from systems and restore them to genetic baseline states.” See DARPA, “Building the Safe Genes Toolkit,” https://www.darpa.mil/news-events/2017-07-19. See also Joseph Garthwaite, “U.S. Military Preps For Gene Drives Run Amok: DARPA Researchers Are Developing Responses For Accidental Or Malicious ‘Genetic Spills,’” *Seattle Times*, November 18, 2016.

118. Nick Beckstead et al., “Unprecedented Technological Risks” (Future of Humanity Institute, 2014), 10, https://www.fhi.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/Unprecedented-Technological-Risks.pdf notes how this technique was used to induce conformance with the nuclear nonproliferation regime and paraphrases an Assistant Secretary General to the U.N., Professor Stephen Stedman, who recommended “an initiative to give developing countries access to safe technologies in exchange for setting up safety and monitoring systems to protect against accidents and terrorism [from biotechnology].”
The Department of Defense Global Emerging Infections Surveillance and Response System reflects an acknowledgment of the shared character of health risks and a model for international cooperation. A United Nations Group of Governmental Experts and a 2013 U.S.-Russian agreement envision cyber cooperation against some criminal or terrorist behavior. Thomas Remington et al., “Working Group on the Future of U.S.–Russia Relations: Toward U.S.-Russian Bilateral Cooperation in the Sphere of Cybersecurity,” Working Group Paper #7, May 2016, summarizes the United Nations concept: “The practical suggestions of the report include . . . cooperation between states in responding to appropriate requests in mitigating malicious cyberactivity emanating from their territories. For example, in the event of an attack against a U.S. or Russian system originating from a site in the other country, an appropriate response would be for the victim (through its national Computer Emergency Response Team [CERT]) to contact its counterpart in the other country to request a detailed response, for example: ‘We believe a cyber attack on System X originated from System Y (IP address: aa.bb.cc.dd), which is within your IP space. Would you please tell us if you have any evidence of this attack that we could analyze together?’ Under the agreement, each side would then exercise the right to narrowly penetrate the ICT space of the presumed attacker to attempt to neutralize the attack. A test of agreement robustness would be whether the two actors jointly conducted the probe (analysis) and neutralization of the cyberthreat.”

The People’s Republic of China, for example, seems more inclined to experiment with gene-editing than present U.S. policy permits, even in the face of acknowledgments that unpredictable “off-target” consequences arise. See David Nield, Science Alert, April 11, 2016, http://www.siencealert.com/scientists-genetically-modify-an-embryo-for-only-the-second-time-ever; “Chinese scientists have genetically modified a human embryo AGAIN: They were trying to genetically modify embryos to be resistant to HIV. While the debate about the ethics of genetically modifying human embryos rages on, scientists in China have successfully carried out the procedure for the second time in history. On this occasion, the team used the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing tool to try and create HIV-resistant embryos.” This should be seen in the larger context of Chinese attitudes toward eugenics. See Geoffrey Miller, “201: What Should We Be Worried About? Chinese Eugenics,” Edge, https://www.edge.org/responses/q2013; “China has been running the world’s largest and most successful eugenics program for more than thirty years, driving China’s ever-faster rise as the global superpower. . . . When I learned about Chinese eugenics this summer, I was astonished that its population policies had received so little attention. China makes no secret of its eugenic ambitions, in either its cultural history or its government policies.” Russia and China seem more willing than the United States on moving to rapid automated military systems without human control. More attention and evaluation is needed on these important subjects. Alta Charo of the University of Wisconsin provides a leading discussion of diversity in international approaches to the risks of biotechnology, “Comparative Approaches to Biotechnology Regulation,” Presentation at the International Summit on Human Gene Editing, December 1, 2015, https://vimeo.com/album/3703972/video/149182567. As a relatively benign, but illuminating, example of how culture shapes use of technology, anthropologist Jennifer Robertson has suggested: “. . . key cultural factors influence the way in which Japanese perceive robots. First and foremost is Shinto, the native animistic beliefs about life and death. Monotheism has never had a home in Japan, and unlike the three major monotheisms, Shinto lacks complex metaphysical and theological theories and is primarily concerned with notions of purity and pollution. Shinto holds that vital energies or forces called kami are present in all aspects of the world and universe. Some kami are cosmic and others infuse trees, streams, rocks, insects, animals, and humans, as well as human creations, like dolls, cars, and robots.” In Jennifer Robertson, “ROBO SAPIENS JAPANICUS: Humanoid Robots and the Post-human Family,” Critical Asian Studies, 39 no. 3 (2007), 377. See also Aubrey Belford, “That’s Not A Droid, That’s My Girlfriend,” Countdown, February 21, 2013, http://www.countdown.org/en/entries/news/s-not-droid-s-my-girlfriend/.

These have been buttressed in turn by some instruments like confidence building measures, export controls, classification and sanctions. It is easy to understate or overstate the power of treaties and norms. Robert Keohane provides an insightful discussion, keying on the fact that these understandings establish “practices, regarded as common knowledge in a community, that actors conform to not because they are uniquely best, but because others conform to them as well. . . . [T]hese arrangements . . . establish mutual expectations about others’ patterns of behavior and . . . develop working relationships . . . Costs of reneging on commitments are increased, and the costs of operating within these frameworks are reduced.” After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Economy (1984), 89.


134. The most substantial quantitative study of the coercive utility of nuclear weapons in international relations concludes: “Coercive nuclear threats have lacked credibility for the first seven decades of the nuclear age in part because of the backlash that would follow any use of nuclear weapons for coercive purposes. . . . [I]f leaders someday decide that his backlash is no longer likely, then the barriers to using nuclear weapons for coercion would begin to weaken.” Todd S. Sechser and Matthew Fuhrmann, *Nuclear Weapons and Coercive Diplomacy* (2017), 257.

135. The missile technology control regime (MTCR) created 40 years ago is an example, like the nuclear nonproliferation efforts, of what has and has not been achieved, though through a rather different mechanism. The MTCR is “an informal political understanding among states,” now counts 35 “like-minded countries” that “adhere unilaterally,” without legal obligation, to common export restrictions. “Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs);” mtcrr.info/frequently-asked-questions-faqs/. Arms Control Association, “The Missile Technology Control Regime at a Glance,” July 2017, https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/mtcr, provides a balanced, brief summary of the missile control regime: “Since its inception, the MTCR has been credited with providing a balanced, brief summary of the missile control regime: “Since its inception, the MTCR has been credited with making it difficult for prospective buyers to get what they want or stigmatizing certain activities and programs. Argentina, Egypt, and Iraq abandoned their joint Condor II ballistic missile program. Brazil, South Africa, South Korea, and Taiwan also shelved or eliminated missile or space launch vehicle programs. Some Eastern European countries, such as Poland and the Czech Republic, destroyed their ballistic missiles, in part, to better their chances of joining MTCR. The regime has further hampered Libyan and Syrian missile efforts. Yet, the regime has its limitations. Iran, India, North Korea, and Pakistan continue to advance their missile programs. All four countries, with varying degrees of foreign assistance, have deployed medium-range ballistic missiles that can travel more than 1,000 kilometers and are exploring missiles with much greater ranges. India is testing missiles in the intercontinental range. These countries, which are not MTCR members except India, are also becoming sellers rather than simply buyers on the global arms market. North Korea, for example, is viewed as the primary source of ballistic missile proliferation in the world today. Iran has supplied missile production items to Syria.” It is notable also that China has announced that it will comply with MTCR guidelines, but its application to join the MTCR group in 2004 was rejected because of its exports of missile technology to North Korea.


Experts (GGE) and a more inclusive ‘London Process’ have campaigned for universal cybnorms for all states. Other cybersecurity efforts target norm development for a limited range of actors (for example, like-minded states, major powers) or in specific interest areas (for example, export controls, data protection).” Their footnotes provide detailed references. Note also the NATO effort to develop the “Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare,”Nato Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, https://ccdcoe.org/tallinn-manual.html.


146. The works cited in footnotes in this section reflect a debate among political scientists about the extent to which restraints on international competition are products of inspection by international institutions, individual national abilities to monitor other countries cheating, or internalized taboos. To the degree taboos create some international constraint independent of monitoring, it is hard to believe that important technological activities would remain taboo unless there were reliable reassurance that others were observing the same taboo or at any rate gaining little benefit from any violations.

147. We gain some ephemeral and secondary benefit from restrictions on circulation of technical information, but these are generally weak and especially inadequate when information is relevant to dual use commercial items.

148. The Soviet Union undertook “the construction of the largest biological weapons effort that the world has known to date . . . at the very same [time] as Soviet representatives were negotiating the final stages of the BWC [Biological Weapons Convention].” Milton Leitenberg and Raymond A. Zilinskas, The Soviet Biological Weapons Program: A History (2012), 9.

149. The same trend is eroding restraints on chemical weapons: “Micro-components require expertise to assemble and have some problems of their own, particularly if their small channels are blocked by impurities. However, they are available for thermal control, mixing, laminar flow, reactor vessels and catalysis and permit reactions at higher temperatures and pressures, instant mixing of reagents and reactants, stable intermediates, and tight control of both exothermic and endothermic reactions. Desktop micro-reactors are now being offered that can provide tons per year of continuous synthetic output by laptop flow chemistry control.” See Richard Danzig et al., “Aum Shinrikyo: Insights Into How Terrorists Develop Biological and Chemical Weapons” (Center for a New American Security, 2nd edition, December 2012), fn. 206, 64. Numerous citations with this note provide examples of commercial equipment fitting this description.
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